
whole home experience



is one of our most diverse and dynamic 
brands within the Fabricut Inc. family. 
With new products added into our 
lines all the time, we strive to be the 
whole home solution for designers 
everywhere. Trend’s affordable price 
range aids designers and workrooms 
in accommodating the more value-
conscious project without compromising 
function and form. Ranging from 
contemporary to traditional and  
every style in between, Trend is your  
resource for fabrics, trimmings,  
drapery hardware, and wallcoverings  
at an exceptional value.

From the window to the wall,  
Trend is the to-the-trade brand our  
design customers can always count on.



A fashion and home trend setter 
that always makes beautiful things 
affordable. Jaclyn works alongside 
Trend’s design team developing 
a beautiful collection of fabrics, 
trimmings, and wallcoverings while 
keeping Jaclyn’s vision and design 
taste in mind. The success of Jaclyn 
Smith Home is built on her personal 
philosophy: offering high-end looks  
at affordable pricing without 
compromising style.

Vern’s extraordinary technique, dynamic 
personality, and sophisticated style have 
made him a nationally acclaimed interior 
designer, columnist, and TV superstar. 
Most known for his TLC show Trading 
Spaces and his columns in both HGTV 
Magazine and The Washington Post, Vern 
provides invaluable insight into creating 
environments that are simultaneously 
beautiful and functional while being 
affordable. Vern Yip’s global aesthetic, 
paired with his precise and clean lines,  
sets him apart as a leading trendsetter. 

meet our licensees

jaclyn smith

vern yip



Trend strives to meet the needs of our designers 
while stil l maintaining the level of value our brand 
built its reputation on. Trend combines the most 
relevant patterns, color palettes and materials into 
collections that are easy to love. Whether its sheers, 
prints, embroidery, wovens, or upholstery, Trend’s 
fabric selection of over 10,000 options is sure to 
meet the needs of a more accessible price point.

fabrics

click here 
to shop trend 

fabrics

 



 





Diverse and affordable, Trend’s trimmings 
selection is developed to meet a broad range 

of aesthetics and styles. From tapes to cords 
and more, our trimmings are based on the needs 

of the design world in a format that allows for 
elevated finishing at an exceptional value. 

trimmings

click here 
to shop trend 

trimmings



Trend’s hardware collection is the perfect mix of 
contemporary and traditional – offering our customers 
a huge selection of finials, poles, bent returns and 
more.  Features include standard and passing ring 
options, allowing for greater functionality when 
needed.  With a wide range of colors and materials, 
we ensure our customers are able to find the 
hardware they need, for the right price. 

hardware

click here 
to shop trend 

hardware







wallcoverings
The newest addition to Trend’s whole-home solution 
is our wallcovering with collections by Vern Yip and 

Jaclyn Smith. Through these partnerships, we offer 
wallcovering options that align with our existing 

fabric collections and are the per fect complement to 
an interior space. These two wallcovering collections 

for Trend are comprised of dynamic color palettes, 
elevated geometrics and engaging patterns. 

click here 
to shop trend 

wallcoverings



trend-fabrics.com


